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live act texas tarantulas prefer to burrow in the
soil they do not use webs to capture prey but
rather to line their burrows to prevent collapse
and as a mat for the molting process brown said
females lay 100 to 1 000 eggs in a web constructed
like a hammock female tarantulas have lived up to
25 years in captivity while males live around two
to the trapped cargo ship dali will hopefully be
refloated this week after authorities set off
charges at a key portion of the collapsed francis
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limbs head 手足 頭 を動かすな the water moves the mill
wheel the move places undue hardship on those
workers legislators argued the forced
reassignments by the f a a mr schumer and his
colleagues wrote are both confusing and outrageous
cnn microsoft has asked at least 100 of its
employees in china to consider moving to other
countries according to chinese state media reports
the reports come as relations between beijing
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1 000 eggs in a web constructed like a hammock
female tarantulas have lived up to 25 years in
captivity while males live around two to
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